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1. INTRODUCTION
w x  .Kashiwara K1 has defined the notion of a crystal basis B ` for the
y .minus part U g of the quantized enveloping algebra of a semi-simpleq
w x  .Lie algebra. He has shown K2 that B ` has a combinatorial description
given by a mapping
C : B ` ª B ` m B m B m ??? m B .  . i i ik ky1 1
for a sequence S s i , i , . . . , i of numbers in the index set I of the simple1 2 k
roots, where each B is a certain abstract crystal, and where the longestj
word w in the Weyl group has the form w s s s ??? s . In general the0 0 i i i1 2 k
image of the map C is not known. In this paper we give an explicit
description of the image of C, for a specific choice of S, in the case of
classical Lie algebras of types A , B , C , D , using semi-standard tableauxn n n n
w xof Kashiwara and Nakashima KN .
Here are our results for type A . We consider the mapn
C : B ` ª B ` m B m B m ??? m B m B m B m ??? m B .  .  .  .n ny1 1 n ny1 2
m ??? m B m B m B . .n ny1 n
Elements of B are indexed by the set Z of integers, and have the formi
 .  .  .b j where j g Z. Let b be an element of B ` ; suppose that C b isi
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equal to
u m b j m b j m ??? m b j .  .  . .` n 1, n ny1 1, ny1 1 1, 1
m b j m b j m ??? m b j .  .  . .n 2, n ny1 2, ny1 2 2, 2
m ??? m b j m b j m b j . 1.1 .  .  .  . .n ny1, n ny1 ny1, ny1 n n , n
 .Here u is the unique element of B ` of weight 0. For a dominant weight`
 .  .l there is a morphism p from B ` to the crystal basis B l of thel
 .irreducible module of highest weight l. Elements of B l correspond to
semi-standard Young tableaux. Let T be the Young tableau corresponding
 .to p b . We show that for a suitably large dominant weight l, the integerl
 .j appearing in 1.1 is equal to the negative of the number of entries ink , l
the k th row of T which are greater than l. From this it follows that the
 .image of C consists of all elements of the form 1.1 where the numbers
j are any integers which satisfyk , l
0 F yj F yj F ??? F yj , 1 F k F n.k , n k , ny1 k , k
 .  . For type C , we use the map C from B ` to B ` m B m ??? m Bn 1 n
.  .m ??? m B m B m ??? m B m ??? m B m ??? m B . We use Young1 2 n 2 n
w xtableaux of type C of KN ; these have entries which are of the form
1, 2, . . . , n, n, n y 1, . . . , 1. The definition of semi-standard uses the order
1 $ 2 $ ??? $ n $ n $ n y 1 $ ??? $ 1,
and a condition on when i and ı can occur in the same column. Our
results for type C are analogous to the type A results given above. We
have analogues for types B and D; these are somewhat more complicated
than types A and C.
2. PRELIMINARIES
w xWe follow the notation in K1, K2, KN . For a survey of Kashiwara's
w xtheory see K3 . Let g be a finite-dimensional split semi-simple Lie algebra
over Q having Cartan subalgebra t , with simple roots indexed by I s
 4  4  41, 2, . . . , n ; the simple roots are a , and simple coroots are h .i ig I i ig I
We denote the weight lattice by P, with fundamental dominant weights
 4  .  .L . We have an inner product , on t* such that a , a is ai ig I i i
 :  .  .non-negative integer and set h , l s 2 a , l r a , a for i g I, l g P.i i i i
 .  .The quantized enveloping algebra U g is the Q q -algebra generated byq
 . h  . w xe , f i g I and q h g P* subject to the relations 1.1.14]1.1.18 of K1 .i i
We assume that q is not a root of unity.
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 .For a finite-dimensional U g -module M and l g P, the weight spaceq
 h h, l: 4M is m g M : q m s q m for all h g P* . We call M integrable if itl
w xis the direct sum of its weight spaces. To M there is attached K1 a crystal
basis B, which is a finite set of size equal to the dimension of M. Moreover
B is the disjoint union of subsets B of size equal to the dimension of M .l l
Ä  4 For i g I there are maps e and f from B to B j 0 which reflect theÄi i
 .decomposition of M as a module over the copy of U sl generated by eq 2 i
Ä.and f . For b and b in B, we have f b s b if and only if e b s b .Äi 1 2 i 1 2 i 2 1
 . kFor b g B we let « b be the largest integer k such that e b / 0 andÄi i
Äk .w b be the largest integer k such that f b / 0. The crystal graph of B isi i
a colored oriented graph whose vertex set is B, with an arrow colored by i
Äfrom b to b if f b s b .1 2 i 1 2
 .If M and M are integrable U g -modules with crystal bases B and1 2 q 1
 .B , respectively, then M m M is an integrable U g -module with crystal2 1 2 q
Äbasis B m B , and the action of e and f on B m B is given as followsÄ1 2 i i 1 2
 w x.cf. K1, Theorem 1 :
Äf b m b if w b ) « b , .  .i 1 2 i 1 i 2Äf b m b s .i 1 2  Äb m f b if w b F « b , .  .1 i 2 i 1 i 2
2.1 .
e b m b if w b G « b , .  .Äi 1 2 i 1 i 2e b m b s .Äi 1 2  b m e b if w b - « b . .  .Ä1 i 2 i 1 i 2
 .For a dominant weight l, B l is the crystal basis of the irreducible
 .  .  .U g -module V l of highest weight l. The unique element of B l isq l
Ä Ä Ä .denoted u . Each element of B l is of the form f f ??? f u for somel i i i l1 2 ky .  .i , i , . . . , i g I. The minus part U g is the subalgebra of U g gener-1 2 k q q
y . ated by f , i g I. It is a direct sum of its weight spaces U g s u gi q j
y . h yh h, j : 4 U g : q uq s q for all h g P* , where j g Q s  n a : n gq y i i i
4  .  w x.Z, n F 0 . It has a crystal basis B ` cf. K1, Theorem 5 which is thei
 .disjoint union of subsets B ` , j g Q , each of which has size equal toj y
y .  .the dimension of U g . The unique element of B ` is denoted u , andq j 0 `
Ä Ä Ä .every element of B ` is of the form f f ??? f u for some i , i , . . . , i gi i i ` 1 2 k1 2 kÄ  .  .  .  .  4I. There are maps f from B ` to B ` and e from B ` to B ` j 0 .Äi i
 .  .  4For a dominant weight l there is a map p from B ` onto B l j 0 ,l
 .  .which maps B ` to B l , given byj lyj
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äp f f ??? f u s f f ??? f u .l i i i ` i i i l /1 2 k 2 2 k
 .  .  .For each b g B ` , p b / 0 for all sufficiently large l depending on bl
 .  .and for j g Q , p : B ` ª B l is a bijection for sufficiently largey l j lyj
 .  .  k 4  .  .l. For b g B ` , « b s max k : e b / 0 , and w b is given by C1Äi i i
 .   ..below; for sufficiently large l, « b s « p b .i i l
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 .  . w xThe crystal bases B l and B ` are examples of abstract crystals K2 .
Ä  4Such a crystal is a set equipped with maps e and f from B to B j 0Äi i
where 0 is an ideal element not in B. Each b g B has a weight wt b, and
 4  .  .there are maps w , « from B to Z j y` , which satisfy axioms C1 ] C4i i
w xof K2 :
 .  .  .  :C1 w b s « b q h , wt b , i g I;i i i
 .  .  .C2 if b g B and e b g B, then wt e b s wt b q a , « e b s « bÄ Ä Äi i i i i i
 .  .y 1, and w e b s w b q 1;Äi i
Ä Ä Ä .  .C2 9 if b g B and f b g B, then wt f b s wt b y a , « f b si i i i i
Ä .  .  .« b q 1, and w f b s w b y 1;i i i
Ä .C3 for b, b9 g B, and i g I, b9 s e b if and only if b s f b9;Äi i
Ä .  .C4 for b g B, if w b s y`, then e b s f b s 0.Äi i i
The tensor product of two crystals is defined, and is associative; the
Ä  . w xaction of e and f on b m b is given by 2.1 . We have K2, 1.3Äi i 1 2
 :« b m b s max « b , « b y h , wt b .  .  . .i 1 2 i 1 i 2 i 1
2.2 .
 :w b m b s max w b , w b q h , wt b . .  .  . .i 1 2 i 2 i 1 i 2
 .Suppose that B , B , . . . , B are crystals, with b g B . Using 2.2 and1 2 n i i
w xinduction, we have, essentially as in KN, Proposition 2.1.1 ,
 :w b m b m ??? b s max w b q h , wt b : j s 1, 2, . . . , n .  . i 1 2 n i j i k 5
k)j
 :« b m b m ??? b s max « b y h , wt b : j s 1, 2, . . . , n . .  . i 1 2 n i j i k 5
k-j
2.3 .
 .For i g I there is a crystal B whose elements are b n , n g Z. Wei i
have
Äwt b n s na , e b n s b n q 1 , f b n s b n y 1 , .  .  .  .  .Äi i i i i i i i
Äe b n s f b n s 0 for i / j, .  .Äi j i j
w b n s n , « b n s yn , .  . .  .i i i i
w b n s « b n s y` for i / j. .  . .  .i j i j
 .The element b 0 is denoted b .i i
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wThere is a notion of morphism of crystals. For each i g I there is K2,
x  .  .Theorem 2.2.1 a unique injective morphism from B ` to B ` m Bi
Äwhich commutes with each e and f and which sends u to u m b . ByÄj j ` ` i
 4iteration, for any sequence S s i , i , . . . , i there is an injective mor-1 2 k
 .  .  .phism from B ` to B ` m B m ??? m B , and for any b g B ` such ai ik 1
sequence S can be chosen so that b is mapped to u m b m ??? m b .` i ik 1
 .Hence B ` can be considered as a subcrystal of the limit B m ??? m B ;i ik 1
in general it is not known how to characterize this subcrystal. It is our goal
to do this, for a specific choice of sequence S, for g of types A, B, C, D.
3. TYPE A
In this section we assume that g is of type A . We recall the use ofn
w x  .  .Young tableaux of type A in KN . The irreducible U g -module V Ln q 1
 .the q-analogue of the vector representation of g has dimension n q 1
 .  .over Q q ; the elements in its crystal basis B L are denoted by i , i g I.1
 .The crystal graph of B L is1
1 2 ny1 n6 6 6 61 2 ??? n n q 1 .
 .  .The irreducible U g -module V L with highest weight L for 2 F kq k k
 .mkF n can be embedded in the tensor power V L , and its crystal basis1
 .  .mk wB L can be regarded as a subcrystal of B L . By KN, Propositionk 1
x  .3.3.1 , B L consists of i m???m i with 1F i - i -???- i Fnq1.k 1 k 1 2 k
We identify the column
i1
i2 mkwith i m i m ??? m i g B L . .. 1 2 k 1..
ik
 .  .The irreducible U g -module V l with highest weight l s l L canq i i
 .ml1  .ml2  .mlnbe embedded in V L m V L m ??? m V L , so its crystal1 2 n
 .  .ml1  .ml2basis B l can be viewed as a subcrystal of B L m B L m ??? m1 2
 .mln  .B L . Thus an element b g B L can be identified as a tensor productn
C m ??? m C of columns; we write these columns right to left ``the1 p
w x.Japanese writing order'' K3, Sect. 5 obtaining a Young tableau.
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 .EXAMPLE. For g of type A , suppose b g B L q 2L q L is iden-3 1 2 3
tified as C m C m C m C where C s 3 , C s 3 m 4 , C s 21 2 3 4 1 2 3
m 4 , C s 1 m 2 m 3 . Then b corresponds to the Young tableau4
1 2 3 3
2 4 4
3 .
By construction, Young tableaux have at most n rows of boxes; the
length of the ith row is l q l q ??? ql . Such a tableau is said to havei iq1 n
 .shape Y l . The entries in the boxes are integers m, with 1 F m F n q 1.
A Young tableau is called semi-standard if the numbers in the tableau are
strictly increasing down each column and non-decreasing from left to right
along each row. The Young tableau in the example above is semi-standard.
The Young tableau associated to u has only i's in its ith row. The basicl
w x  .result KN, Theorem 3.4.2 on B l is that it is the set of all semi-standard
 .tableaux of shape Y l .
DEFINITION 3.1. A semi-standard Young tableau T having r rows is
called large if for each i satisfying 1 F i - r, the number of i's in the ith
row of T is greater than the number of boxes in each row below the ith
row.
In the following example, the first tableau is large, but the second one is
not.
1 1 1 2 3 4 1 2 2 3 4
2 2 2 3 3
3 3
 .LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that b g B ` , where j s y n a . Suppose thatj i i
 .l s l L , where each l ) n . Then the Young tableau gi¨ en by p b gi i i i l
 .B l is large.
Ä Ä ÄProof. Suppose that b s f f ??? f u . Then n of the indices i , . . . , ii i i ` i 1 k1 2 k
are equal to i. Row i of u has l q ??? ql boxes, each of which containsl i n
Ä Ä Äi, and after applying f , f , . . . , f to u , at most n of these i's arei i i l i1 2 k
changed to i q 1's. Since l ) n , more than l q ??? ql i's are theni i iq1 n
left in the ith row. This is greater than the number of boxes in the next
row. This completes the proof.
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Äan. Äany1.LEMMA 3.3. Let b be the element u m f b m f b m ??? m` n n ny1 ny1
Äa1.  .  .f b of the crystal B ` m B m B m ??? m B , where 0 F a n F1 1 n ny1 1
 .  .a n y 1 F ??? F a 1 . Then for 1 F i F n
 .  .  .  .  .1 w b s a i y 1 y a i where a 0 s 0;i
 .  .  .  .  .2 « b s a i y a i q 1 where a n q 1 s 0.i
Proof. For each tensor factor t of b, let
m t s w t .  .i i
 :qthe sum of h , wt t9 for tensor factors t9 to the right of t .i
3.1 .
 .  .  .From 2.3 , w b is the maximum of the m t as t varies over the tensori i
 .factors of b. All tensor factors t of b have w t s y` except for t s ui 1 `
Äa i. Äa i. .  .and t s f b . Suppose that 1 - i - n. Then m f b s ya i q2 i i i i i
Äa iy1. :  .h , wt f b , and since wt b s 0, then from C2 9 in Section 2,i iy1 iy1 iy1
Äa iy1.  .wt f b s ya i y 1 a , soiy1 iy1 iy1
Äa iy1. :  :h , wt f b s ya i y 1 h , a .i iy1 iy1 i iy1
s ya i y 1 y1 s a i y 1 , .  .  .
Äa i.m t s m f b s ya i q a i y 1 . .  .  . .i 2 i i i
Äa i. .  :  . :  .Since w u s 0 and h , wt f b s ya i h , a s y2 a i , we havei ` i i i i i
m t s m u .  .i 1 i `
Äa iq1. Äa i. :  :s w u q h , wt f b q h , wt f b .i ` i iq1 iq1 i i i
Äa iy1. :q h , wt f bi iy1 iy1
s a i q 1 y 2 a i q a i y 1 s a i q 1 y a i q m t . .  .  .  .  .  .i 2
 .  .  .  .Since a i q 1 y a i F 0, then m t F m t , so the maximum of thei 1 i 2
 .  .  .  .  .m t is m t s a i y 1 y a i , and 1 holds in this case. If i s 1 ori i 2
 .  .i s n, the proof of 1 is similar. The proof of 2 is also similar.
LEMMA A. Suppose that T is a semi-standard tableau whose first row
 .consists entirely of 1's; then « T s 0.1
 .  k 4Proof. We have « T s max k : e T / 0 . If e T / 0, then e T isÄ Ä Ä1 1 1 1
gotten from T by changing a 2 to a 1. Then e T would have two 1's in oneÄ1
of its columns, and would not be semi-standard. However, the set of
wsemi-standard columns is stable under the action of e KN, PropositionÄ1
x  .3.3.1 . So e T s 0, and « T s 0.Ä1 1
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PROPOSITION A. Let T be a semi-standard tableau with only one row. Let
 .  .a x be the number of entries in T which are ) x. Let b s F T s u m`
Äan. Äa2. Äa1.  .f b m ??? m f b m f b be in B ` m B m ??? m B m B . Thenn n 2 2 1 1 n 2 1
 .   ..  .1 w F T s w T for 1 - i F n;i i
 .   ..  .2 w F T s w T y the number of entries in T ;1 1
 .   ..  .3 « F T s « T , 1 F i F n;i i
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .4 f F T s F f T if f T / 0.i i i
 .Proof. For 1 F i F n, w T is the number of i's in T ; if i / 1, thisi
 .  .   ..  .equals a i y 1 y a i , and this is equal to w F T by Lemma 3.3 1 . Thisi
 .proves 1 . The number of 1's in T equals the number of entries in T
 .  .  .  .minus a 1 , and 2 follows from Lemma 3.3 1 . Since « T is the numberi
Ä .  .  .  .of i q 1's in T , 3 follows from Lemma 3.3 2 . To prove 4 , f F T isi
Ä .  .obtained from F T by increasing a i by 1, whereas f T is obtained fromi
Ä .  .T by changing an i to an i q 1, and then F f T is obtained from F T byi
 .increasing a i by 1. This completes the proof.
 . y .THEOREM A. Let B ` be the crystal basis of U g where g has typeq
A . For each i, 1 F i F n, definen
B i s B m B m ??? m B . . n ny1 i
 .  .  .  .Let C be the unique morphism from B ` to B ` m B 1 m B 2 m ??? m
 .  .  .B n which maps u to u m b m ??? m b m b m ??? m b m ??? m b .` ` n 1 n 2 n
 .For b g B ` , suppose that l is a dominant weight such that the tableau T
 .  .associated to p b is large. Let a i, j be the number of entries in the ith rowl
of T which are ) j; for each i, define
Äa i , n. Äa i , ny1. Äa i , i.b s f b m f b m ??? m f b g B i , .i n n ny1 ny1 i i
F T s u m b m b m ??? m b . . ` 1 2 n
 .  .Then C b s F T .
ÄkProof. We use induction on n. If n s 1, then b has the form f u for1 `
some k. Then k is the number of 2's in the only row of T. The map C
Äk .  .  .  .  .goes from B ` to B ` m B and C b s u m f b , so C b s F T .1 ` 1 1
Now suppose that n ) 1 and that the theorem holds in type A .ny1
 .Suppose that b s u . Then p b s u , which has no numbers greater than` l l
i in its ith row, and the theorem holds for b. Suppose that b is an element
 .of B ` such that for any dominant weight l for which the tableau T
 .  .  .associated to p b is large we have C b s F T . Fix an integer j,l
Ä .1 F j F n and choose l so that both T s p b and f T are large; we shalll j
Ä Ä .  .prove that C f b s F f T .j j
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 .  .   ..   ..  .We have F T s C b , so for any i, « F T s « C b s « b . Sincei i i
 .   ..  .l is large, then « b s « p b s « T . Thereforei i l i
« F T s « T for 1 F i F n. 3.2 .  .  . .i i
Split the tableau T into two parts; the left part T consists of all2
columns of length at least 2, and the right part T is the rest. For example,1
1 1 1 2 3 4 1 2
if T s 2 2 then T s 2 2 , T s 1 2 3 4 .2 1
3 3
By our right-to-left convention, T represents the tensor T m T . We have1 2
 .C b s u m b m ??? m b . Let c s u m b , and c s b m ??? m b , so` 1 n 1 ` 1 2 2 n
 .C b s c m c . We claim that1 2
w T ) « T m w c ) « c , 1 F i F n. 3.3 .  .  .  .  .i 1 i 2 i 1 i 2
Suppose that i s 1. Since T is large, then T has at least one 1, so1
 .w T ) 0. Also, all the entries of the first row of T are 1's, and1 1 2
 .  .  .« T s 0 by Lemma A, so w T ) « T . In the notation of Proposi-1 2 1 1 1 2
 .  .  .  .tion A, letting a k s a 1, k , we have c s F T , so by Proposition A 2 ,1 1
 .  .w c is a finite number, whereas « c s y`, since all tensor factors of1 1 1 2
 .  .  .c are in B , k / 1. It follows that w c ) « c , and 3.3 holds if i s 1;2 k 1 1 1 2
indeed,
w T ) « T , w c ) « c . 3.4 .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
Now assume that i ) 1. We claim that
w T s w c and « T s « c . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .i 1 i 1 i 2 i 2
 . XThe first equality follows from Proposition A 1 . Let T be the tableau2
obtained by deleting the first row of T . This deleted row consists entirely2
 .of 1's, and these 1's are irrelevant as far as « T is concerned since i ) 1.i 2
 .  X . XThus « T s « T . Now T is a large semi-standard tableau involvingi 2 i 2 2
the symbols 2, 3, . . . , n, and therefore represents an element of the crystal
 .basis, for type A , of B l9 for some dominant weight l9 of typeny1 A ny 1X  .  .A . We have T s p b9 for some element b9 g B ` . By induction,ny1 2 l9 A ny 1
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 .letting F and C be the analogues of F and C respectively in typeny1 ny1
 X .  .  .A , we have F T s C b9 s u m c . From 3.2 ,ny1 ny1 2 ny1 ` 2
X  :« T s « u m c s max « u , « c y h , wt u .  .  .  . .i 2 i ` 2 i ` i 2 i `
s max 0, « c s « c . .  . .i 2 i 2
 .  .  .  .Thus « T s « c and 3.5 holds, and so does 3.3 .i 2 i 2
Ä Ä .  .  .Suppose that w T ) « T . Then f T s f T m T , and since w c )j 1 j 2 j j 1 2 j 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .« c by 3.3 , f c m c s f c m c . By Proposition A 4 , f c s f F Tj 2 j 1 2 j 1 2 j 1 j 1
Ä .s F f T , soj 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄC f b s f C b s f F T s f c m c s F f T m c s F f T .  . /  /  /j j j j 1 2 j 1 2 j
as desired.
Ä .  .  .Suppose that w T F « T . Then j ) 1 by 3.4 . We have f T s T mj 1 j 2 j 1
Ä Ä Ä .  . f T ; also, from 3.3 , f C b s c m f c . We want to show that F T mj 2 j 1 j 2 1
Ä Ä Ä.f T s c m f c . The tableau T m f T differs from T m T only belowj 2 1 j 2 1 j 2 1 2
the first row. Since the theorem holds for A by induction, we haveny1
X Ä Ä XC b9 s F T and C f b9 s F f T . .  .  /  /ny1 ny1 2 ny1 j ny1 j 2
Ä X Ä Ä Ä X Ä .  .  .  .  .Then F f T s C f b9 s f C b9 s f F T s f u m c sny1 j 2 ny1 j j ny1 j ny1 2 j ` 2
Ä Ä X Ä Ä Ä .  .u m f c . Thus F f T s u m f c , so F T m f T s c m f c .` j 2 ny1 j 2 ` j 2 1 j 2 1 j 2
Ä Ä .  .Therefore C f b s F f T . This completes the proof.j j
COROLLARY A. The image of C consists of all elements of the form
u m b m b m ??? m b where` 1 2 n
Äa i , n. Äa i , ny1. Äa i , i.b s f b m f b m ??? m f b g B i .i n n ny1 ny1 i i
  .4and a i, j are any integers such that
0 F a i , n F a i , n y 1 F ??? F a i , i , 1 F i F n. ) .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Proof. For b g B ` , C b s F T where T is a large semi-standard
 .tableau, and since a i, j is the number of entries of the ith row of T
 .   .4which are ) j, ) holds. On the other hand, if a i, j is a set of integers
 .  .for which ) holds, form a large semi-standard tableau T by having a i, j
be the number of entries in the ith row which are ) j. Then T is in the
 .  .crystal basis B l for some dominant weight l, so T s p b for somel
 .  .  .b g B ` , and then C b s F T . The corollary is proved.
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4. TYPE C
In this section we assume that g is of type C . Again we follow then
w xnotation of KN . We let a be the long root, and a , 1 F i F n y 1, ben i
 :  :the short roots. We have h , a s y1 for 1 F i F n y 2, h , ai iq1 ny1 n
 : < <  .s y2, h , a s 0 if i y j ) 1. The irreducible representation V L ofi j 1
 .highest weight L has dimension 2n over Q q , and the elements of its1
 .crystal basis are i and ı , 1 F i F n. The crystal graph of B L is1
1 2 ny1 n ny1 2 16 6 6 6 6 6 61 2 ??? n n ??? 2 1 .
We use the order $ where
1 $ 2 $ ??? $ n $ n $ n y 1 $ ??? $ 1.
 .  .Analogous to the type A case, the irreducible U g -module V L withq k
highest weight L for 2 F k F n can be embedded in the tensor powerk
 .mk  .V L , and its crystal basis B L can be regarded as a subcrystal of1 k
 .mkB L . We again identify the column1
i1
i2 mkwith i m i m ??? m i g B L , .. 1 2 k 1..
ik
C .where each i is one of m or m, 1 F m F n. Define I to be the set ofj k
all columns as above, where 1 $ i $ ??? $ i $ 1, and where the follow-1 k
ing condition holds:
if i s p and i s p , then j q k y l q 1 F p. 4.1 .  .j l
Note that this condition implies that 1 and 1 cannot both be in the same
w xcolumn, since j G 1 and k y l q 1 G 1. From KN, Proposition 4.3.2 the
 . C .crystal basis B L is equal to I .k k
 .  .As in type A, the irreducible U g -module V l with highest weightq
 .ml1  .ml2  .mlnl s l L can be embedded in V L m V L m ??? m V L ,i i 1 2 n
 .  .ml1so its crystal basis B l can be viewed as a subcrystal of B L m1
 .ml2  .mln  .B L m ??? m B L . Then b g B l is identified with a Young2 n
tableau, using the right to left convention on columns as in type A; the
columns are in I C ..k
We will call a tableau T almost semi-standard if its columns are in I C .k
 .1 F k F n and the entries in the rows are non-decreasing, from left to
right, in the order $ . Such a tableau is called large as in Definition 3.1.
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that T is a large almost semi-standard tableau. Then
p and p cannot occur in the same column, for any p, 1 F p F n.
Proof. Suppose that p and p occur in the same column, with p in row
j and p in row l. Suppose that this column has length k. Since T is large,
the number of j's in row j is greater than the number of entries in row l,
 .  .so p s j. The condition j q k y l q 1 F p of 4.1 fails, since j s p and
k y l q 1 G 1. So p and p cannot be in the same column of a large
semi-standard tableau.
w xA semi-standard C-tableau is by definition KN, p. 317 one which is
w xalmost semi-standard, and for which a certain condition KN, M.N.2 holds
concerning successive columns where i and ı occur in one of the columns.
By Lemma 4.1, i and ı cannot occur in the same column of a large
w xsemi-standard tableau, and we may dispense with KN, M.N.2 for a large
w xsemi-standard tableau. The basic result for type C KN, Theorem 4.5.1 is
 .  .that B l is the set of semi-standard C-tableaux of shape V l . Lemma 3.2
still holds, with the same proof.
a2. a3. an.Ä Ä ÄLEMMA 4.2. Let b be the element u m f b m f b m ??? m f b` 1 1 2 2 ny1 ny1
Äan. Äany1. Äa2. Äa1.  .m f b m f b m ??? m f b m f b of the crystal B ` m Bn n ny1 ny1 2 2 1 1 1
 .  .m ??? m B m B m B m ??? m B , where 0 F a 2 F ??? F a n Fny1 n ny1 1
 .  .  .  .a n F a n y 1 F ??? F a 1 , n G 2. Let a 0 s 0. Then
 .  .   .  .  .  .  .1 w b smax ya i q 1 q a i q 2 q a i q 1 y 2 a i q a i y 1 ,i
 .  ..a i y 1 y a i , 1 F i - n y 1;
 .  .   .  .  .  .  .2 w b smax ya n q 2 a n y 2 a n y 1 q a n y 2 , a n y 2ny1
 ..ya n y 1 ;
 .  .  .  .3 w b s a n y 1 y a n .n
 .Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.3, find the maximum of m t ,i
 .defined in Eq. 3.1 , over the tensor factors t of b. First, assume that
 .1 - i - n y 1. The only tensor factors t of b for which w t / y`,i
a i. a iq1.Ä Äreading from right to left, are t s f b , t s f b , and t s u . We1 i i 2 i i 3 `
 .  .  .have m t s ya i q a i y 1 ;i 1
.aiq1Ä  :m t s w f b q h , wt t9 , .  . i 2 i i i i
t9gS
.aiq2 a iq1. a i. a iy1.Ä Ä Ä ÄS s f b , f b , f b , f b 5iq1 iq1 iq1 iq1 i i iy1 iy1
m t s ya i q 1 q a i q 2 q a i q 1 y 2 a i q a i y 1 ; .  .  .  . .  .i 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .m t s a ı y a i q 1 q m t . Since a ı y a i q 1 F 0, we havei 3 i 2
 .  .  .   .  ..m t F m t , so the maximum of the m t is max m t , m t , andi 3 i 2 i i 1 i 2
 .  .1 holds. If i s 1, the proof is similar, using a 0 s 0.
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 .   .Suppose that i s n y 1, n ) 2. Then w b s max m t ,ny1 ny1 1
any1. an.Ä Ä .  ..m t , m t where t s f b , t s f b , t s u . Nowny1 2 ny1 3 1 ny1 ny1 2 ny1 ny1 3 `
 .  .  .m t s ya n y 1 q a n y 2 . We haveny1 1
an.Ä  :m t s w f b q h , wt t9 , .  .ny1 2 ny1 ny1 ny1 i
t9gS
Äan. Äany1. Äany2.S s f b , f b , f b . 5n n ny1 ny1 ny2 ny2
Äan. :  . :  . .  .Since h , wt f b s ya n h , a s ya n y2 s 2 a n , thenny1 n n ny1 n
m t s ya n q 2 a n y 2 a n y 1 q a n y 2 . .  .  .  .  .ny1 2
 .  .  .  .  .We have m t s a n y 1 y a n q m t F m t , sinceny1 3 ny1 2 ny1 2
 .  .  .   .  ..a n y 1 F a n . Thus w b s max m t , m t , which provesny1 ny1 1 ny1 2
 .  .2 . If n s 2, the proof is similar. The proof of 3 is straightforward.
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that b is the element as in Lemma 4.2. If 1 F i - n
Ä  .  .  .y 1, then f b is gotten from b by increasing a i by 1 if a i q 2 y a i q 1 )i
Ä .  .  .a i y a i q 1 and increasing a i q 1 by 1 otherwise; f b is gotten from bny1
 .  .  .  .  .by increasing a n y 1 by 1 if a n y 1 y a n G a n y a n , and increas-
Ä .  .ing a n by 1 otherwise; f b is gotten from b by increasing a n by 1.n
a2. an.Ä ÄProof. Write b s c m d where c s u m f b m ??? f b , d s` 1 1 ny1 ny1
Äan. Äany1. Äa1.  .  .f b m f b m ??? m f b . Compare w c to « d . Suppose thatn n ny1 ny1 1 1 i i
 .1 - i - n y 1. Then as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have w c si
 .  .  .  .  .  .a i q 2 y a i q 1 . Similarly, using 2.3 , « d s a i y a i q 1 . Thus, ifi
 .  .  .  .  .  .w c ) « d , that is, if a i q 2 y a i q 1 ) a i y a i q 1 , then fromi i
Ä Ä Ä .  .2.1 , f b s f c m d; f c is gotten from c by increasing a i q 1 by 1. Ifi i i
Ä Ä Ä .  .w c F « d , then f b s c m f d, and f d is gotten from d by increasingi i i i i
 .a i by 1. So the lemma holds in this case. We get the same result
 .  .  .if i s 1 - n y 1. If i s n y 1, then w c s ya n , while « d sny1 ny1
 .  .  .  .  .  .a n y 1 y 2 a n . Adding a n , we compare a n y a n to a n y 1 y
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .a n . For i s n, w c s a n ; « d s a n . Since a n F a n , then w cn n n
Ä Ä .  .  .F « d , so f b s c m f d, and we increase a n by 1.n n n
LEMMA 4.4. Let T be a one-rowed semi-standard tableau. If 1 F i - n,
Äthen f T is gotten from T as follows: if the number of i q 1's is greater than thei
number of i q 1's, change the rightmost i q 1 to ı or get 0 if there are no
i q 1's; otherwise change the rightmost i to i q 1 or get 0 if there are no i's. If
i s n, change the rightmost n to n or get 0 if there are no n's.
Proof. Suppose that 1 F i - n. Separate T into 2 parts: the left part Tl
consists of all numbers in T which are F i q 1, and right part T consistsr
 .of all the other entries in T. Then T s T m T . We have w T s ther l i r
 .  .number of i q 1's and « T s the number of i q 1's. Now use 2.1 . Thei l
result is clear if i s n.
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LEMMA 4.5. Let T be a one-rowed semi-standard tableau. If 1 F i - n,
let r be the number of i q 1's in T , let s be the number of i q 1's, and let t be
 .  .  .the number of i's. Then w T s max t, r y s q t . We ha¨e w T s thei n
number of n's.
Äk .  4Proof. Suppose that 1 F i - n. Compute w T as max k : f T / 0 .i i
ÄSuppose that r ) s; from the previous lemma, f T is gotten by changing ani
Ärysi to i q 1. Then the number of i q 1's is one greater; so f T has thei
rysÄ Äsame number of i q 1's as i q 1s. Then apply f to f T t times, changingi i
 .i to i q 1 until we run out of i's. Hence w T s r y s q t. If r F s,i
Ä  .  .applying f to T changes an i to i q 1, so w T s t. It is clear that w Ti i n
is the number of n's.
PROPOSITION C. Let T be a semi-standard tableau with one row and at
 .least one 1. Let a x be the number of entries in T which are % x. Let
a2. a3. a n . a n .Ä Ä Ä Ä .b s F T s u m f b m f b m ??? m f b m f b m` 1 1 2 2 ny 1 ny 1 n n
Äany1. Äa1.  .f b m ??? m f b in the crystal B ` m B m B m ??? m B m Bny1 ny1 1 1 1 2 n ny1
m ??? m B , n G 2. Then1
 .   ..  .1 w F T s w T for 1 - i F n;i i
 .   ..  .2 w F T s w T y the number of entries in T ;1 1
 .   ..  .3 « F T s « T , 1 F i F n;i i
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .4 f F T s F f T if f T / 0.i i i
Proof. Suppose that 1 - i - n y 1. From Lemma 4.2,
w b s max ya i q 1 q a i q 2 q a i q 1 y 2 a i .  .  . .  .i
qa i y 1 , a i y 1 y a i . 4.2 .  .  .  ..
We have
a i q 2 y a i q 1 s number of i q 1's s r .  .
a i y a i q 1 s number of i q 1's s s 4.3 .  .  .
a i y 1 y a i s number of i 's s t , .  .
 .  .  .so w b s max r y s q t, t s w T by Lemma 4.5. If i s 1, the argu-i i
 .  .  .ment is similar, except that the term a 0 is missing in 4.2 and a 0 is the
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 .  .  .number of entries % 0 in 4.3 . Then w b s w T y the number ofi i
entries of T. If i s n y 1, n ) 2, then from Lemma 4.2,
w b s max ya n q 2 a n y 2 a n y 1 .  .  .  .ny1
qa n y 2 , a n y 2 y a n y 1 , .  .  . .
a n y a n y 1 s number of n's s r .  .
a n y a n s number of n's s s .  .
a n y 2 y a n y 1 s number of n y 1's s t .  .
 .  .  .and again w b s max r y s q t, t s w T by Lemma 4.5. If n s 2,ny1 ny1
 .  .  .the proof is similar. Finally, w b s a n y 1 y a n s number of n's sn
 .  .  .  .w T . This proves 1 and 2 ; the proof of 3 is similar.n
Ä Ä .  .To prove 4 , suppose that f T / 0. If 1 F i - n y 1, then f F T isi i
 .  .  .obtained from F T , by Lemma 4.3, by increasing a i q 1 by 1 if a i q 2
 .  .  .  .y a i q 1 ) a i y a i q 1 and by increasing a i by 1 otherwise. From
ÄLemma 4.4, f T is gotten from T by changing an i q 1 to ı if the numberi
of i q 1's is greater than the number of i q 1's. Now the number of i q 1's
 .  .  . is equal to a i q 2 y a i q 1 , the number of i q 1's is equal to a i y a i
.  .q 1 . Thus 4 holds in this case. The argument for i s n y 1 is similar,
and for i s n it is easy.
LEMMA C. Suppose that T is a semi-standard tableau whose first row
 .consists entirely of 1's; then « T s 0.1
Proof. If e T / 0, then e T is obtained from T by changing a 2 to a 1Ä Ä1 1
or changing a 1 to a 2. Since the first row of T is all 1's, if there were a 1 in
 .T , then 1 and 1 would occur in the same column, and then condition 4.1
would fail. Changing a 2 to a 1 would leave two 1's in the same column, so
w xe T would not be semi-standard, violating KN, 4.3.2 . So e T s 0.Ä Ä1 1
 . y .THEOREM C. Let B ` be the crystal basis of U g where g has typeq
C . For each i, 1 F i F n, definen
B i s B m B m ??? m B m B m B m ??? m B . . i iq1 ny1 n ny1 i
 .  .  .  .Let C be the unique morphism from B ` to B ` m B 1 m B 2 m ??? m
 .  . B n which maps u to u m b m b m ??? m b m b m ??? m b m b` ` 1 2 n ny1 1 2
.  .m b m ??? b m b m ??? m b m ??? m b . For b g B ` , suppose that l3 n ny1 2 n
 .is a dominant weight such that the tableau T associated to p b is large. Letl
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 .a i, j be the number of entries in the ith row of T which are % j; for each i,
define
. .a i , iq1 a i , iq2 a i , n. a i , n.Ä Ä Ä Äb s f b m f b m ??? m f b m f bi i i iq1 iq1 ny1 ny1 n n
Äa i , ny1. Äa i , i.m f b m ??? m f b ,ny1 ny1 i i
F T s u m b m b m ??? m b . . ` 1 2 n
 .  .Then C b s F T .
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem A. We use
induction on n, starting at n s 1. For n s 1, the argument is the same as
in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem A, except that the
one-rowed tableau T has entries 1 and 1 instead of 1 and 2. The proof
then proceeds as for Theorem A, using Proposition C and Lemma C
instead of Proposition A and Lemma A.
COROLLARY C. The image of C consists of all elements of the form
u m b m b m ??? m b where` 1 2 n
. .a i , iq1 a i , iq2 a i , n. a i , n.Ä Ä Ä Äb s f b m f b m ??? m f b m f bi i i iq1 iq1 ny1 ny1 n n
Äa i , ny1. Äa i , i.m f b m ??? m f bny1 ny1 i i
  . 4   . 4and a i, j : 1 F i F n, i F j F n , a i, · : 1 F i F n, i q 1 F · F n are
sets of integers such that
0 F a i , i q 1 F a i , i q 2 F ??? F a i , n F a i , n .  . .  .
F a i , n y 1 F ??? F a i , i , 1 F i F n. .  .
Proof. It follows from Theorem C that the image of C is a subset of
the set of elements of the form given in the corollary. On the other hand,
  .4   .4given sets a i, j and a i, · of integers with the given conditions, build a
 .large tableau T with non-decreasing entries in each row, with a i, x
 .entries in row i which are % x. Condition 4.1 holds, since i and ı are
 .  .never in the same column since T is large. Then F T s C b for
 .b s p b for suitable l, and the result follows.l
5. TYPE B
In this section we assume that g is of type B . Let a , . . . , a be then 1 ny1
 :short roots, and a the long root. We have h , a s y1 for 1 F i F nn i iq1
 :  : < <y 2, h , a s y2, h , a s 0 if i y j ) 1. The irreducible repre-n ny1 i j
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 .  .sentation V L of highest weight L has dimension 2n q 1 over Q q ,1 1
and the elements of its crystal basis are i and ı , 1 F i F n, and 0 . The
 .crystal graph o B L is1
1 2 ny1 n n6 6 6 6 61 2 ??? n 0 n
ny1 2 16 6 6
??? 2 1 .
We use the order $ where
1 $ 2 $ ??? $ n $ 0 $ n $ n y 1 $ ??? $ 1.
Let v s L for 1 F i F n y 1, and v s 2L . The irreducible modulei i n n
 . V v called the anti-symmetric tensor representation with highest weightk
w x.  .mkv in KN, p. 320 can be embedded in V L . We identify the columnk 1
i1
i2 mkwith i m i m ??? m i g B L , .. 1 2 k 1..
ik
B .where each i is m, m, 1 F m F n, or 0. Define I to be the set of allj k
columns as above, where 1 $ i $ ??? $ i $ 1 and any element other1 k
than 0 cannot occur more than once, and if i s p and i s p, thenj l
 . w x  .j q k y l q 1 F p. Then KL, Proposition 5.3.1 the crystal basis B vk
is equal to I B ..k
w x n  .In KN, 5.7 , a dominant weight l s  l L is said to have type E ifis1 i i
 .  .ml1  .ml2l is even, say 2m. Then V l can be embedded in V L m V Ln 1 2
 .mlny 1  .mm  .m ??? m V L m V v , so its crystal basis B l can be viewedny1 n
 .ml1  .ml2  .mm  .as a subcrystal of B L m B L m ??? m B v . Then b g B l1 2 n
is identified with a Young tableau, using the right to left convention on
columns, as in types A and C; the columns are in I B ..k
 .  .  .  .Note that V v is not V L , but V 2L ; V L is the spin representa-n n n n
tion. We do not need to use the spin representation, since for our
purposes, we can choose l to be even.n
We will call a tableau T almost semi-standard if its columns are in I B .,k
the entries in the rows are non-decreasing in the order $ , and 0 occurs at
most once in each row. Such a tableau is called large as in Definition 3.1.
Lemma 4.1 holds, with the same proof.
 . w xA semi-standard B-tableau of type E is by definition KN, p. 327 one
wwhich is almost semi-standard, and for which two conditions KN, M.N.1,
xM.N.2 hold: the first concerns successive columns where i and ı occur in
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one of the columns, and this cannot happen for a large tableau; the second
concerns two successive columns with i in the left column and ı in the
right column, in a lower row. This also cannot happen in a large tableau.
So a large semi-standard tableau is the same thing as a large, almost
semi-standard tableau.
w xThe basic result we need for type B KN, Theorem 5.7.1 is that if l has
 .  .  .type E then B l is the set of semi-standard type E B-tableaux of
 .  . nshape V l . Suppose that b g B ` , where j g Q ; then j s y k aj y is1 i i
where each k is a non-negative integer. Pick l ) k , with l even, sayi i i n
 .l s 2m. Lemma 3.2 still holds, with the same proof, so p b is a largen l
semi-standard tableau.
a2. a3. an.Ä Ä ÄLEMMA 5.1. Let b be the element u m f b m f b m ??? m f b` 1 1 2 2 ny1 ny1
Äan. Äany1. Äa1.  .m f b m f b m ??? m f b of the crystal B ` m B m ??? m Bn n ny1 ny1 1 1 1 n
 .  .  .  .m ??? m B , where 0 F a 2 F ??? F a n F a n r2 F a n y 1 F ??? F1
 .  .a 1 , n G 2. Let a 0 s 0. Then
 .  .  .1 for 1 F i - n y 1, w b is as in Lemma 4.2 1 ;i
 .  .   .  .  .  . 2 w b s max ya n q a n y 2 a n y 1 q a n y 2 , a n yny1
.  ..2 y a n y 1 ;
 .  .  .  .3 w b s ya n q 2 a n y 1 .n
 .Proof. If 1 F i - n y 1, this is the same as Lemma 4.2 1 . Suppose that
 .i s n y 1. The argument is the same as for the proof of Lemma 4.2 2 ,
Äan. :  . :  . .  .except that h , wt f b s ya n h , a s ya n y1 s a nny1 n n ny1 n
  . .instead of 2 a n in type C .
Äan. .  .   .  ..For 3 , if i s n, w b s max m t , m t where t s f b andn n 1 n 2 1 n n
t s u . Now2 `
Äan. Äany1. :m t s w f b q h , wt f b .  .n 1 n n n n ny1 ny1
 :s ya n y a n y 1 h , a s ya n q 2 a n y 1 . .  .  .  .n ny1
Similarly,
m t s 2 a n y 2 a n q 2 a n y 1 . .  .  .  .n 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .Since 2 a n F a n by hypothesis, then m t F m t , so w b s m t ,n 2 n 1 n n 1
 .and 3 is proved.
ÄLEMMA 5.2. Let b be the element of Lemma 5.1. For 1 F i - n y 1, f bi
Äis gotten from b as in Lemma 4.3; f b is gotten from b by increasingny1
 .  .  .  .  .a n y 1 by 1 if a n y 1 y a n G ya n and increasing a n by 1 other-
Ä  .wise; f b is gotten from b by increasing a n by 1.n
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Proof. Write b s c m d where
a2. an.Ä Äc s u m f b m ??? m f b ,` 1 1 ny1 ny1
Äan. Äany1. Äa1.d s f b m f b m ??? m f b .n n ny1 ny1 1 1
 .If 1 F i - n y 1, the proof is as for Lemma 4.3. For i s n y 1, w c sny1
any1. an.Ä Ä .  .  .  .  :ya n . Using 2.3 , « d s « f b y h , wt f b sny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 n n
 .  . :  .  .a n y 1 y a n h , a s a n y 1 y a n .ny1 n
an.Ä .  :  . :  .For i s n, w c s h , f b s ya n h , wt a s 2 a n ;n n ny1 ny1 n ny1
Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .  .  .« d s a n . Since a n F a n r2, then w c F « d , so f b s c m f d,n n n n n
 .and we increase a n by 1.
LEMMA 5.3. Let T be a semi-standard tableau with one row. If 1 F i - n,
Ä Äf T is obtained from T as in Lemma 4.4; f T is obtained from T by changing 0i n
to n if there is a 0 in T , by changing the right-most n to 0 if there is an n but
no 0 in T , and getting 0 otherwise.
Proof. This is similar to Lemma 4.4.
LEMMA 5.4. Let T be a one-rowed semi-standard tableau. If 1 F i - n,
let r be the number of i q 1's in T , let s be the number of i q 1's, and let t be
 .  .  .the number of i's. Then w T s max t, r y s q t ; w T s twice the num-i n
 .ber of n's plus the number 0 or 1 of 0's.
Proof. For 1 F i - n y 1, this is the same as Lemma 4.5; for i s n it is
straightforward.
PROPOSITION B. Let T be a semi-standard tableau with one row and at
 .least one 1. For x / n, let a x be the number of entries in T which are % x,
 .  .and let a n be twice the number of entries % 0 plus the number 0 or 1 of
a2. a3. an. an.Ä Ä Ä Ä .0's. Let b s F T s u m f b m f b m ??? m f b m f b m` 1 1 2 2 ny1 ny1 n n
Äany1. Äa1.  .f b m ??? m f b be in B ` m B m B m ??? m B m Bny1 ny1 1 1 1 2 n ny1
m ??? m B , n G 2. Then1
 .   ..  .1 w F T s w T for 1 - i F n;i i
 .   ..  .2 w F T s w T y the number of entries in T ;1 1
 .   ..  .3 « F T s « T , 1 F i F n;i i
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .4 f F T s F f T if f T / 0.i i i
Proof. For 1 F i - n y 1, this is the same as Proposition C.
 .For i s n y 1, n ) 2, then from Lemma 5.1 2 ,
w b s max ya n q a n y 2 a n y 1 .  .  .  .ny1
qa n y 2 , a n y 2 y a n y 1 . .  .  . .
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Write ai for the number of i's, and a % i for the number of symbols % i.
 .  .  . Define r s an, s s an, t s a n y 1 . Since a n y 1 y a n y 2 s a n
.y 1 s t then the first of the two terms being maximized is
a n y a n y 2 a n y 1 q a n y 2 .  .  .  .
s a n y a n y a n y 1 q a n y 2 y a n y 1 .  .  .  .  . .
s a n y a n y a n y 1 q t . .  .  .
a n y a n y a n y 1 .  .  .
s 2 a % n q a0 y a % n y a % n y 1 .  .
s a % n y a % n y a % n y 1 y a % n y a0 .  . .
s r y s.
 .  .  .Thus w b s max t, r y s q t s w T by Lemma 5.3. The argu-ny1 ny1
ment is similar if n s 2.
 .  .  .  .For i s n, w b s 2 a n y 1 y a n s 2a % n y 1 y 2a % 0 y a0n
 .  .  .s 2an q a0. So 1 and 2 hold; 3 is similar.
 .For 4 , if 1 F i - n y 1, this is similar to Proposition C. If i s n y 1,
Ä  .  .  .f F T is obtained from F T , by Lemma 5.2 by increasing a n by 1 ifny1
 .  .  .  .ya n ) a n y 1 y a n and increasing a n y 2 by 1 otherwise. Since
 .a n s 2a % n q a0, then
ya n ) a n y 1 y a n m a % n q a0 y a % n .  .  .
) a % n y 1 y a % n m an ) an. .
Ä ÄIf f T / 0, then f T is obtained from T , as in Lemma 4.4, byny1 ny1
changing an n to n y 1 if the number of n's is greater than the number of
 .n's, and changing an n y 1 to an n otherwise. So 4 holds for i s n y 1.
 .It follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 that 4 holds for i s n.
 . y .THEOREM B. Let B ` be the crystal basis of U g where g has type B .q n
For each i, 1 F i F n, define
B i s B m B m ??? m B m B m B m ??? m B . . i iq1 ny1 n ny1 i
 .  .  .  .Let C be the unique morphism from B ` to B ` m B 1 m B 2 m ??? m
 .  . B n which maps u to u m b m b m ??? m b m b m ??? m b m b` ` 1 2 n ny1 1 2
.  .m b m ??? b m b m ??? m b m ??? m b . For b g B ` , suppose that l3 n ny1 2 n
 .  .is a dominant weight of type E such that the tableau T associated to p b isl
 .large. Let a i, j be the number of entries in the ith row of T which are % j, if
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 .j / n, while a i, n is defined to be twice the number of entries in row i which
 .are % n plus the number 0 or 1 of 0's in row i. For each i, define
.a i , iq1 a i , n.Ä Äb s f b m ??? m f bi i i ny1 ny1
Äa i , n. Äa i , ny1. Äa i , i.m f b m f b m ??? m f b ,n n ny1 ny1 i i
F T s u m b m b m ??? m b . . ` 1 2 n
 .  .Then C b s F T .
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem C, using
Proposition B instead of Proposition C; Lemma C still holds for type B
tableaux. We start the induction at n s 1. Type B is the same as type1
 .A ; but the crystal graph of V L for type B is the same as the crystal1 1 1
Äk . .  .graph of V 2L for type A . When n s 1, b s f u ; T is a one-rowed1 1 `
tableau whose entries are 1's, 1's, and possibly one 0. Then k is twice the
 .number of 1's plus the number of 0's; since this is the same as a 1, 1 , then
 .  .   .C b s F T . When n s 2, B is the same as C , and V L for type B2 2 1 2
 .is the same as V L for type C . This does not matter for our proof, since2 2
.Proposition B still holds for n s 2.
COROLLARY B. The image of C consists of all elements of the form
u m b m b m ??? m b where` 1 2 n
. .a i , iq1 a i , iq2 a i , n. a i , n.Ä Ä Ä Äb s f b m f b m ??? m f b m f bi i i iq1 iq1 ny1 ny1 n n
Äa i , ny1. Äa i , i.m f b m ??? m f bny1 ny1 i i
  . 4   . 4and a i, j : 1 F i F n, i F j F n , a i, · : 1 F i F n, i q 1 F · F n are
sets of integers such that
0 F a i , i q 1 F a i , i q 2 F ??? F a i , n F a i , n r2 .  . .  .
F a i , n y 1 F ??? F a i , i , 1 F i F n. .  .
Proof. This is similar to type C.
6. TYPE D
In this section we assume that g is of type D . The irreduciblen
 .  .representation V L of highest weight L has dimension 2n over Q q ,1 1
and the elements of its crystal basis are i and ı , 1 F i F n. The crystal
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 .graph of B L is1
n
ny1 n6 6




ny3 2 16 6 6n y 2 ??? 2 1 .
 .Let v s L , 1 F k F n y 2, and let v s L q L . Then V vk k ny1 ny1 n k
 .mkcan be embedded in V L , 1 F k F n y 1. We identify columns with1
tensors as with types A, B, C. We use the partial order
n1 $ 2 $ ??? $ n y 1 $ $ n y 1 $ ??? $ 2 $ 1.
n
 .This partial order is obtained from the crystal graph of V L . Note that n1
and n are not related.
D .  .Let I denote the set of columns of length k 1 F k - n with entriesk
 .of the form i or ı, 1 F i F n, where for each j 1 F j - k we have
 .  .  .i $ i or i , i s n, n or n, n , and if i s p and i s p, thenj jq1 j jq1 j l
 .  . D . wj q k y l q 1 F p. Then the crystal basis B v is equal to I KN,k k
xProposition 6.3.2 .
 .DEFINITION 6.1. A dominant weight is said to have type W 0 if it is of
the form
ny1 ny2
m v s m L q m L q L . . i i i i ny1 ny1 n
is1 is1
w xIn KN, Sect. 6 dominant weights of type D are divided into 4 classes,
 .  . w xand what we have called type W 0 are a subclass of W 1 of KN . For l
 .  .  .mm1  .mm2of type W 0 , V l can be embedded in V L m V L m ??? m1 2
 .mm ny 2  .mm ny 1  .V L m V v , so its crystal basis B l can be viewed asny2 ny1
 .m m 1  .m m 2  .m m ny 2a subcrystal of B L m B L m ??? m B L m1 2 ny 2
 .mm ny 1  .B v . Elements of B l are identified with Young tableaux, againny1
using the right-to-left convention on columns. We only need columns of
length at most n y 1, and we do not need spin representations.
We call a Young tableau almost semi-standard if its columns are in
D .  .I 1 F k - n and the elements in its rows satisfy i $ i . Note thatk j jq1
this means that n and n cannot both be in the same row. We again define
a Young tableau to be large as in Definition 3.1. A Young tableau is called
w xsemi-standard in KN, Sect. 6 if it is almost semi-standard, and if certain
conditions hold; these conditions are vacuous for a large semi-standard
tableau.
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 .Given an element b g B ` where j s  y k a , pick integers m ,j i i i
1 F i F n y 1, such that m ) k , 1 F i F n y 1, and m ) k . Leti i ny1 n
ny2  .  .  .l s  m L q m L q L . Then l is of type W 0 and p b isis1 i i ny1 ny1 n l
w xlarge, by the analogue of Lemma 3.2. According to KN, Theorem 6.7.1 ,
 .  .the crystal basis B l of a type W 0 weight l corresponds to all semi-
standard tableaux of shape l.
a2. a3. a ny1.Ä Ä ÄLEMMA 6.2. Let b be the element u m f b m f b m ??? f b` 1 1 2 2 ny2 ny2
Äan. Äany1. Äa1.  .m f b m f b m ??? m f b of the crystal B ` m B m Bn n ny1 ny1 1 1 1 2
 .  .m ??? m B m B m B m ??? m B , where 0 F a 2 F a 3 F ??? Fny2 n ny1 1
 .   .  ..   .  ..  .a n y 1 F min a n , a n y 1 , max a n , a n y 1 F a n y 2 F
 .  .  .a n y 3 F ??? F a 1 , n G 3. Let a 0 s 0. Then
 .  .  .1 for 1 F i - n y 1, w b is as in Lemma 4.2 1 ;i
 .  .   .  .  .  .  .2 w b smax a n y 3 y a n y 2 , a n q a n y 1 y a n y 1ny2
 .  ..y2 a n y 2 q a n y 3 ;
 .  .  .  .3 w b s a n y 2 y a n y 1 ;ny1
 .  .  .  .4 w b s a n y 2 y a n .n
Proof. For 1 F i F n y 3, this is the same as Lemma 4.2. For i s n y 2,
 .   .  .  ..n ) 3, w b s max m t , m t , m t where t sny2 ny2 1 ny2 2 ny2 3 1
any2. a ny1.Ä Ä  .  . f b , t s f b , t s u . Then m t s ya n y 2 y a nny2 ny2 2 ny2 ny2 3 ` ny2 1
.  .y 3 ; m t equalsny2 2
 :ya n y 1 q the sum of h , wt t9 , . ny2
Äan. Äany1. Äany3.where t9 s f b , f b , and f bn n ny1 ny1 ny3 ny3
s ya n y 1 q a n q a n y 1 y 2 a n y 2 q a n y 3 . .  .  .  . .
 .  .We have m t F m t , as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. It followsny2 3 ny2 2
 .   .  ..  .that w b s max m t , m t , and 1 holds in this case. Theny2 ny2 1 ny2 2
argument is similar for n s 3. For i s n y 1 and i s n, the proof is as in
Lemma 3.3.
LEMMA 6.3. Let b be the element of Lemma 6.2. For 1 F i - n y 2, then
Ä Äf b is gotten from b as in Lemma 4.3; f b is gotten from b by increasingi ny2
 .  .  .  .  .a n y 2 by 1 if a n y 2 y a n y 1 y a n q a n y 1 G 0 and increas-
Ä .  .ing a n y 1 by 1 otherwise; f b is gotten from b by increasing a n y 1 byny1
Ä  .1; f b is gotten from b by increasing a n by 1.n
Proof. Write b s c m d where
.a2. any1Ä Äc s u m f b m ??? m f b ,` 1 1 ny2 ny2
Äan. Äany1. Äa1.d s f b m f b m ??? m f b .n n ny1 ny1 1 1
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If 1 F i - n y 2, the proof is essentially the same as for Lemma 4.3. For
 .  .  .  .  .  .i s n y 2, w c s ya n y 1 , « d s a n y 2 y a n y 1 y a n .ny2 ny2
 .  .  .  .  .If i s n y 1, w d s a n y 2 , « d s a n y 1 ; since a n y 1 Fny1 ny1
Ä Ä .  .a n , then f c m d s c m f d. A similar argument works for i s n.ny1 ny1
LEMMA 6.4. Let T be a semi-standard tableau with one row. If 1 F i -
Ä Än y 2, f T is obtained from T as in Lemma 4.4; f T is obtained from T byi ny1
changing the right-most n to n y 1 if there are any n's, changing the right-most
n y 1 to n if there are no n's and there are some n y 1's, and getting 0 if
Ä Äthere are no n y 1's or n's; f T is obtained from b as for f b, changing then ny1
roles of n and n.
Proof. This follows from the definitions.
LEMMA 6.5. Let T be a one-rowed semi-standard tableau. If 1 F i - n y
1, let r be the number of i q 1's in T , let s be the number of i q 1's, and let t
 .  .  .be the number of i's. Then w T s max t, r y s q t ; w T s number ofi ny1
 .n's q number of n y 1's; w T s number of n's q number of n y 1's.n
Proof. This is similar to Lemma 4.5.
 .PROPOSITION D. Let T be a semi-standard tableau with one row. Let a x
be the number of entries in T which are % x if x is not equal to n y 1 or n,
 .  .while a n y 1 is defined to be the number of entries % n and a n is the
a2. a3. a ny1.Ä Ä Ä .number % n. Let b s F T s u m f b m f b m ??? m f b m` 1 1 2 2 ny2 ny2
Äan. Äany1. Äa1.  .f b m f b m ??? m f b be in B ` m B m ??? m B m B mn n ny1 ny1 1 1 1 ny2 n
B m ??? m B , n G 3. Thenny1 1
 .   ..  .1 w F T s w T for 1 - i F n;i i
 .   ..  .2 w F T s w T y the number of entries in T ;1 1
 .   ..  .3 « F T s « T , 1 F i F n;i i
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .4 f F T s F f T if f T / 0.i i i
Proof. For 1 F i - n y 2, this is the same as Lemma 4.6. For i s n y 2,
n ) 3, then from Lemma 6.2,
w b s max a n y 3 y a n y 2 , a n q a n y 1 .  .  .  .  .ny2
ya n y 1 y 2 a n y 2 q a n y 3 . .  . . .
 .  .  .Now a n y 3 y a n y 2 s a n y 2 s t. If there are no n's in T , then
 .  .  .  .a n s a % n y 1, a n y 1 s a % n y 2, a n y a n y 1 s an y 1s r,
 .  .  .  .  .a n y 2 y a n y 1 s a n y 1 . Then w b s w T . If there areny2 ny2
 .  .  .  .no n's in T , then a n y 1 y a n y 1 s an y 1s r, a n y 2 y a n s
 .  .  .  . a n y 1 s s, and again w b s w b . If i s n y 1, w b s a nny2 ny2 ny1
.  .  .  .y 2 y a n y 1 s an q a n y 1 s w T . The proofs for n s 3 andny1
i s n for are similar.
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 .To prove 4 , this is the same as for type C if i F n y 2. For i s n y 2,
Ä  .  .  .  .f F T is obtained from F T by increasing a n y 1 by 1 if a n y 1 )ny2
 .  .  .  .a n y 2 y a n y 1 y a n , and increasing a n y 2 by 1 otherwise. As
 .  .  .  .  .shown in the proof of 1 , a n y 1 y a n y 2 q a n y 1 q a n s
Ä .an y 1 y a n y 1 . From Lemma 6.4, f T is obtained from T byny2
 .changing an n y 1 to an n y 2 if an y 1) a n y 1 and changing an
 .n y 2 to an n y 1 otherwise. So 4 holds for i s n y 2. If i s n y 1,
Ä  .  .  .f F T is obtained from F T , by Lemma 6.3, by increasing a n y 1 byny1
Ä Ä1. If f T / 0, and there are no n's in T then f T is obtained from T ,ny1 ny1
 .by Lemma 6.4, by changing an n to n y 1; then since a n y 1 s a %
 .  .n, a n y 1 goes up by 1, and a n is unchanged. If there are no n's in T ,
Äf T is obtained from T by changing an n y 1 to n, and this increasesny1
 .  .  .a n by 1 and leaves a n y 1 unchanged. So 4 holds if i s n y 1; the
argument for i s n is similar.
 . y .THEOREM D. Let B ` be the crystal basis of U g where g has typeq
D , n G 2. For each i, 1 F i F n y 2, definen
B i s B m B m ??? m B m B m B m ??? m B . . i iq1 ny2 n ny1 i
 .  .Define B n y 1 s B m B . Let C be the unique morphism from B ` ton ny1
B ` m B 1 m B 2 m ??? m B n y 1 .  .  .  .
 .which maps u to u m b m b m ??? m b m b m b m ??? m b m` ` 1 2 ny2 n ny1 1
 .  .b m b m ??? b m b m b m ??? m b m ??? m b m b . For b in2 3 ny2 n ny1 2 n ny1
 .  .B ` , suppose that l is a dominant weight of type W 0 such that the tableau
 .  .p b is large. Let a i, j be the number of entries in the ith row of T whichl
 .are % j if j is not n y 1 or n; let a i, n y 1 be the number of entries in the
 .ith row which are % n, and let a i, n be the number of entries in the ith row
% n. For 1 F i F n y 2 define
. . .a i , iq1 a i , iq2 a i , ny1 a i , n.Ä Ä Ä Äb s f b m f b m ??? m f b m f bi i i iq1 iq1 ny2 ny2 n n
Äa i , ny1. Äa i , i.m f b m ??? m f bny1 ny1 i i
Äany1, n. Äany1, ny1.and define b s f b m f b . Letny1 n n ny1 ny1
F T s u m b m b m ??? m b . . ` 1 2 ny1
 .  .Then C b s F T .
Proof. Use induction on n, beginning the induction at n s 2 when we
get a one-rowed tableau T since our large tableaux for type D have n y 1n
rows. When n s 2, the root system D is the same as A = A . Then2 1 1
Äk Äl Äl Äk .b g B ` has the form b s f f u s f f u for some non-negative inte-2 1 ` 1 2 `
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Äk .  .  .gers k and l. Apply C: B ` ª B ` m B m B , giving C b s u m f b2 1 ` 2 2
lÄm f b . The tableau T contains 1's, 2's, and either 1's or 2's. Suppose that1 1
k ) l; then T has l 1's and k y l 2's. Then k is the number of 1's plus the
 .  .number of 2's, which is equal to a 1, 1 by definition, and l s a 1, 2 , so
 .  .C b s F T . The argument is similar if l G k.
The proof proceeds as for the other types, using Proposition D and
  .Lemma C. When n s 3, D is the same as A , and V L for D is the3 3 1 3
 . .same as V 2L for A ; Proposition D is still valid for n s 3.1 3
COROLLARY D. The image of C consists of all elements of the form
u m b m b m ??? m b where for 1 F i F n y 2,` 1 2 ny1
. . .a i , iq1 a i , iq2 a i , ny1 a i , n.Ä Ä Ä Äb s f b m f b m ??? m f b m f bi i i iq1 iq1 ny2 ny2 n n
Äa i , ny1. Äa i , i.m f b m ??? m f b ,ny1 ny1 i i
Äany1, n. Äany1, ny1.   .b s f b m f b and a i, j : 1 F i F n y 1, i F j Fny1 n n ny1 ny1
4   . 4n , a i, · : 1 F i F n y 1, i q 1 F · F n y 1 are sets of non-negati¨ e inte-
gers such that
a i , i q 1 F a i , i q 2 F ??? F a i , n y 1 F min a i , n y 1 , a i , n , .  . . .  .  .
max a i , n y 1 , a i , n F a i , n y 2 F ??? F a i , i , .  .  .  . .
1 F i F n y 1.
Proof. This is the same as for type C.
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